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1

Goals of the Thesis

In [20], P. W. Shor demonstrated that prime factorization and discrete logarithms
can be solved in polynomial time on a quantum computer. This means that
building a sufficiently large quantum computer would render currently used public
key cryptosystems insecure. Many scientists now believe that building a largescale quantum computer is merely a significant engineering challenge, and some
engineers even predict that within the next 20 years sufficiently large quantum
computers will be built to break essentially all public key schemes currently in use
[17]. In 2016, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) issued
an announcement recognizing this threat and calling for the standardization and
transition to post-quantum public key cryptography in the near future [5].
For these reasons, a lot of research in cryptography is currently focused on
devising new public key cryptosystems which would be quantum-resistant. These
cryptosystems have to be based on problems which cannot be efficiently solved
even on a quantum computer. One of such problems is the problem of decoding a
general linear code. It is known that this problem is NP-complete [3], and currently
no efficient algorithms for solving NP-complete problems are known even for a
quantum computer.
The first public key cryptosystem based on the problem of decoding a general
linear code was proposed already in 1978 by R. J. McEliece [14]. This cryptosystem
is now known as the McEliece cryptosystem, and it still remains unbroken. The
cryptosystem has never been adopted widely, mainly due to the large size of the
public key. Due to the threat of quantum computers, the interest in the McEliece
cryptosystem has, however, risen recently, and currently it is a very active topic
of scientific research.
A number of variants of the McEliece cryptosystem have been proposed with the
intention to reduce the size of the public key. Among these proposals are variants
which employ quasi-cyclic low-density parity-check (QC-LDPC) codes. The first
variant employing QC-LDPC codes was presented by Baldi and Chiaraluce in [1].
However, in [18], it was discovered that an attack can be mounted on this cryptosystem, eventually recovering the private key. In response to this attack, Baldi,
Bodrato and Chiaraluce presented in [2] an amended version of their cryptosystem
from [1]. This amended version is immune against the attack in [18], and it is
now known as the QC-LDPC McEliece cryptosystem. In 2013, a strongly related
cryptosystem, the QC-MDPC McEliece cryptosystem, was published in [15]. Instead of QC-LDPC codes, the QC-MDPC McEliece cryptosystem uses codes with
slightly denser parity-check matrix - quasi-cyclic moderate-density parity-check
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(QC-MDPC) codes.
The thesis focuses on the QC-LDPC McEliece cryptosystem and the QC-MDPC
McEliece cryptosystem. In particular, the thesis has the following objectives:
1. Objective 1: To contribute to the cryptanalysis of variants of the McEliece
cryptosystem based on QC-LDPC codes.
2. Objective 2: To propose methods to generate invertible sparse circulant matrices suitable for use in variants of the McEliece cryptosystem based on
QC-LDPC codes.
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Our Contribution

The thesis is a compilation of three research papers [6, 7, 8]. In [6], we presented
a reaction attack on the QC-LDPC McEliece cryptosystem. In [7], we presented
a simple power analysis attack on the QC-LDPC McEliece cryptosystem. In [8],
we presented algorithms for generating invertible circulant binary matrices with a
prescribed number of ones, and we explained how these algorithms can be used in
generating private keys in the QC-LDPC McEliece cryptosystem.

2.1

Reaction Attack on QC-LDPC McEliece

In [6], we presented a reaction attack on the QC-LDPC McEliece cryptosystem.
The inspiration for this attack came from the work of Guo et al. [9], where a reaction attack on QC-MDPC McEliece was presented. The attack in [9] is based on
the observation that when a bit-flipping decoding algorithm is used in QC-MDPC
McEliece, then there exists a dependence between the secret matrix H and the
failure probability of the bit-flipping algorithm. This dependence can be exploited
to reveal the matrix H which constitutes the private key in the cryptosystem.
Instead of a bit-flipping algorithm, it is also possible to use a soft-decision
decoding algorithm in the QC-MDPC McEliece cryptosystem. Guo et al. [9] conjectured that their attack is possible even when a soft-decision decoding algorithm
is employed in the QC-MDPC McEliece cryptosystem.
Similarly as in [9], we showed that there exists a dependence between the secret
matrix H and the failure probability of a decoding algorithm in the QC-LDPC
McEliece cryptosystem. However, unlike in QC-MDPC McEliece, the secret key
in QC-LDPC McEliece also contains matrices S and Q in addition to the matrix
H. We observed that there also exists a dependence between the failure probability
and the matrix Q. We argued that these dependencies leak enough information
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to allow an attacker to construct a sparse parity-check matrix for the public code.
This parity-check matrix can then be used for decrypting ciphertexts.
To exploit this vulnerability, an attacker (Alice) has to send to a victim (Bob)
a large number of messages encrypted by Bob’s public key. We assumed, that
for each message Alice will learn whether Bob successfully decrypted it or not
(for instance, Alice can receive a message resend request in case of a decryption
failure). This allows Alice to estimate the probability of the decoding failure.
It is known that the McEliece cryptosystem in its basic form is vulnerable to
a number of attacks, and that to avoid these attacks, the McEliece cryptosystem
has to be used with a CCA2 conversion, such as Kobara-Imai γ conversion [12],
for example. This is also true for the QC-LDPC McEliece cryptosystem and the
QC-MDPC McEliece cryptosystem. Similarly as in [9], we showed that Alice can
execute the attack even if she has no freedom to construct the messages sent to
Bob. This implies that the attack is possible even when QC-LDPC McEliece is
used with a CCA2 conversion.
We verified our attack ideas on a version of the QC-LDPC McEliece cryptosystem which employed a soft-decision decoding algorithm. Thus, our results also
confirm the conjecture from [9] that soft-decision decoding algorithms can be vulnerable to leak information about the secret parity-check matrix.
To prevent an attacker to learn distances in H and Q, it would help if the probability of the decoding failure decreased dramatically. In [9], Guo et al. suggested
that the probability of the decoding error should be approximately 2−K , where K
is the security level required from the cryptosystem. To our best knowledge, however, no efficient LDPC decoding algorithms currently exist that would provably
have such negligible probability of the decoding error. Similarly as QC-MDPC
McEliece, the QC-LDPC McEliece cryptosystem, therefore, currently appears not
suitable for use in circumstances where a long-term use of keys is required. However, it seems that it can still be used in situations where ephemeral keys are
required, such as in key exchange protocols.

2.2

Power Analysis Attack on QC-LDPC McEliece

In [10], it was shown that a naive implementation of the decryption algorithm in
the original McEliece cryptosystem allows an attacker to recover the secret matrix
P by measuring the power consumption. In [7], we demonstrated that a similar
threat is present in QC-LDPC McEliece, as well.
We considered a naive implementation of the decryption algorithm in the QCLDPC McEliece cryptosystem. Our implementation was based on the project
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BitPunch [4], and featured a bit-flipping algorithm in the decoding procedure.
We demonstrated that this implementation leaks information about positions of
ones in the secret matrix Q. We argued that an adversary, who sends a victim
ciphertexts with Hamming weight 1 and measures the power consumption during
the decryption, can completely recover the matrix Q. In addition, we remarked
that the quasi-cyclic nature of the matrix Q allows to accelerate the attack significantly. This attack is possible even when QC-LDPC McEliece is used with the
Kobara-Imai γ conversion [12], for example. We further observed that the same
countermeasure as was proposed in [10] can be applied in QC-LDPC McEliece, as
well.
As already noted in Section 2.1, the reaction attack from [6] suggests that
the QC-LDPC McEliece cryptosystem might not be suitable for the deployment
in circumstances where a long-term use of keys is required. Compared to the
reaction attack in [6], the adversary needs to send significantly fewer ciphertexts
in the simple power analysis attack. Therefore, our result shows that if QC-LDPC
McEliece was deployed with some upper bound on the number of decryptions it
can perform (designed to prevent the reaction attack from [6]), then a careful
implementation might be needed to avoid the simple power analysis attack.

2.3

Generating Invertible Circulant Matrices with a Prescribed Number of Ones

As noted in Section 2.1, the QC-LDPC McEliece cryptosystem appears not suitable
for the deployment in circumstances where a long-term use of keys is required.
However, it seems that it can still be used in situations where ephemeral keys are
required, such as in key exchange protocols. In such situations, the cryptosystem
is still threatened by the squaring attack described in [19]. To avoid this attack,
the dimension of circulant blocks in the cryptosystem has to be odd.
QC-LDPC McEliece requires generating matrices S and Q, which are invertible
and are composed of blocks of circulant matrices of the dimension p. In addition,
S is dense and Q is sparse with a prescribed low number of ones in a row. In
[2], Baldi et al. proposed a method how to construct matrices satisfying these
requirements for the case when p is a power of 2. In case p is not a power of 2,
their method, however, does not necessarily produce an invertible matrix.
In [8], we studied how to construct matrices S and Q when p is odd, which is
the requirement to avoid the attack from [19]. We firstly studied how to construct
invertible circulant binary matrices with a prescribed number of ones. In [13], this
problem was solved by repeatedly generating random circulant matrices with the
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prescribed number of ones until an invertible matrix was obtained. The number
of all invertible circulant matrices of a given size over Z2 can be computed by a
formula [11]. Therefore, if a circulant binary matrix with a random number of ones
was generated, the probability of the matrix being invertible could be computed.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no general formula for computing the
number of invertible circulant binary matrices of a given size and with a prescribed
number of ones exists. Therefore, except for special cases, the expected number of
repeated generations cannot be directly computed and can be only estimated by
simulations. These extra generations and the associated extra invertibility tests
can be costly in terms of time and in terms of entropy needed to generate extra
random bits.
We proposed alternative algorithms for generating invertible circulant matrices
with a prescribed number of ones. Compared with the approach from [13], our
algorithms have the advantage that they generate matrices satisfying all the requirements on the first attempt. On the other hand, their disadvantage is that
they generate matrices from a smaller pool. For each of our algorithms a formula
for the size of the pool was derived. Thus, a user is allowed to evaluate whether
the size of the pool is sufficient for his/her application. The size of the pool depends on the degree d of a smallest polynomial (in terms of degree) other than
x + 1 appearing in the irreducible factorization of xp + 1 (p represents the size of
the matrix). In order to achieve a large pool, the value of p should be chosen so
that this degree is large. As we explain in the paper, the value of d can be easily
determined.
Subsequently, we proposed algorithms to construct matrices S and Q in the QCLDPC McEliece cryptosystem. Our algorithms assume that the size of blocks in S
and Q is odd. Again, the size of the pool (and also the efficiency of the algorithm
for S) depends on the irreducible factorization of xp + 1 (here p represents the
size of blocks). With this in mind, the best choice for the block size appears to
be a prime p such that the multiplicative order of 2 modulo p is equal to p − 1.
According to Artin’s conjecture on primitive roots, approximately 37% of primes
satisfy this condition [16].
It might be tempting to use our algorithms for generating invertible circulant
matrices with a prescribed number of ones in the construction of the parity-check
matrix H in the QC-LDPC McEliece cryptosystem and the QC-MDPC McEliece
cryptosystem. In both these cryptosystem, it is useful if the last circulant block
of H is invertible. However, we explained that in cases when d is significantly
smaller than p, using our algorithm might allow an adversary to build a much
more efficient information-set decoding attack. In such cases, we recommend to
5

generate the last block of H by repeatedly generating random circulant matrices
with the prescribed number of ones until an invertible matrix is obtained, as was
done in [13].
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Súhrn (in Slovak)

Prezentovaná práca sa zaoberá QC-LDPC McEliece kryptosystémom a QC-MDPC
McEliece kryptosystémom. Obidva kryptosystémy patria medzi kandidátov pre
postkvantovú kryptografiu. Oproti pôvodnému McElieceovmu kryptosystému majú
tieto kryptosystémy výhodu v menšej vel’kosti verejných kl’účov.
Dizertačná práca je súborom troch vedeckých článkov. V prvom článku prezentujeme reakčný útok na QC-LDPC McEliece kryptosystém. Náš útok bol inšpirovaný
prácou autorov Guo, Johansson a Stankovski, ktorı́ zrealizovali reakčný útok na
QC-MDPC McEliece kryptosystém. Ich útok je založený na pozorovanı́, že ak sa v
QC-MDPC McEliece kryptosystéme použı́va na dekódovanie algoritmus preklápania
bitov (anglicky ”bit-flipping algorithm”), potom vzniká závislost’ medzi súkromným
kl’účom H a pravdepodobnost’ou chyby pri dekódovanı́. Túto závislost’ môže útočnı́k
využit’ na zı́skanie súkromného kl’úča H. Guo, Johansson a Stankovski vyslovili
vo svojej práci domnienku, že ich útok je možné realizovat’ aj v prı́pade, ak sa v
QC-MDPC McEliece kryptosystéme namiesto algoritmu preklápania bitov použı́va
dekódovacı́ algoritmus s jemným rozhodovanı́m (anglicky ”soft-decision decoding
algorithm”). V našom článku sme ukázali, že podobná závislost’ medzi maticou H a
pravdepodobnost’ou chyby pri dekódovanı́ existuje aj v QC-LDPC McEliece kryptosystéme. Na rozdiel od QC-MDPC McEliece kryptosystému, obsahuje súkromný
kl’úč v QC-LDPC McEliece kryptosystéme okrem matice H ešte aj matice S a
Q. Ukázali sme tiež, že existuje aj závislost’ medzi pravdepodobnost’ou chyby pri
dekódovanı́ a maticou Q. V článku sme vysvetlili, že útočnı́k môže využit’ tieto dve
závislosti na skonštruovanie riedkej kontrolnej matice pre verejný kód použı́vaný
v QC-LDPC McEliece kryptosystéme. S pomocou tejto matice vie potom útočnı́k
dešifrovat’ zašifrované správy. Náš útok sme otestovali na verzii QC-LDPC McEliece kryptosystému, ktorá využı́vala dekódovacı́ algoritmus s jemným rozhodovanı́m. Tým sme zároveň potvrdili domnienku, že útočnı́k môže zı́skat’ informácie
o súkromnom kl’úči aj v prı́pade, že kryptosystém použı́va dekódovacı́ algoritmus
s jemným rozhodovanı́m.
V druhom článku prezentujeme útok na QC-LDPC McEliece kryptosystém s využitı́m merania spotreby elektrickej energie kryptografického zariadenia. Náš útok bol
inšpirovaný útokom autorov Heyse, Moradi a Paar na pôvodnú verziu McElieceovho kryptosystému. Heyse, Moradi a Paar ukázali, že v prı́pade jednoduchej implementácie dešifrovacieho algoritmu v pôvodnom McElieceovom kryptosystéme
môže útočnı́k pomocou merania spotreby elektrickej energie kryptografického zariadenia počas dešifrovania odhalit’ maticu P , ktorá je súčast’ou súkromného kl’úča.
V našom článku sme ukázali, že podobné nebezpečenstvo existuje aj pri QC-LDPC
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McEliece kryptosystéme. Skúmali sme jednoduchú implementáciu dešifrovacieho
algoritmu v QC-LDPC McEliece kryptosystéme, ktorá na dekódovanie využı́vala
algoritmus preklápania bitov. Zistili sme, že pomocou merania spotreby elektrickej
energie počas dešifrovania je možné zı́skat’ informácie o pozı́ciách jednotiek v tajnej
matici Q. Vysvetlili sme, že pomocou týchto informáciı́ je možné maticu Q kompletne zrekonštruovat’. Takisto sme vysvetlili, že kvázicyklická štruktúra matice Q
umožňuje vykonat’ útok s menšı́m počtom meranı́.
Výsledok z prvého článku implikuje, že QC-LDPC McEliece kryptosystém momentálne nie je vhodný na použitie v podmienkach, v ktorých sa použı́va ten istý
verejný kl’úč po dlhšiu dobu. Tento výsledok ale nebráni použitiu QC-LDPC McEliece kryptosystému v situáciách, v ktorých sa vyžadujú iba jednorazové kl’úče,
ako naprı́klad v protokoloch na výmenu kl’úča. V takom prı́pade môže ale QCLDPC McEliece kryptosystém stále byt’ ohrozený útokom od autorov Shooshtari a
spol.. Tomuto útoku sa dá predı́st’ tak, že rozmer cyklických blokov p sa zvolı́ ako
nepárne čı́slo. Ako súčast’ súkromného kl’úča v QC-LDPC McEliece kryptosystéme
sa musia vygenerovat’ matice S a Q. Obidve tieto matice musia byt’ invertovatel’né
a zložené z cyklických blokov rozmeru p × p. Okrem toho musı́ matica S byt’ hustá
a matica Q naopak musı́ byt’ riedka s predpı́saným počtom jednotiek. V návrhu
QC-LDPC McEliece kryptosystému navrhli jeho autori spôsob ako generovat’ matice S a Q v prı́pade, že p je mocninou čı́sla 2. V prı́pade, že p nie je mocninou čı́sla
2, navrhovaný spôsob generovania negarantuje, že výsledné matice budú invertovatel’né. V našom tret’om článku sme sa zaoberali otázkou ako generovat’ matice S
a Q v prı́pade, že p je nepárne. Najprv sme riešili otázku ako generovat’ invertovatel’né cyklické matice s predpı́saným počtom jednotiek. V článku od autorov von
Maurich a Güneysu bolo generovanie takýchto matı́c riešené tak, že sa generovali
náhodné cyklické matice s predpı́saným počtom jednotiek, až kým jedna z nich
nebola invertovatel’ná. V našom článku sme navrhli alternatı́vne algoritmy na generovanie invertovatel’ných cyklických matı́c s predpı́saným počtom jednotiek. V
porovnanı́ s algoritmom od autorov von Maurich a Güneysu majú naše algoritmy
výhodu, že generujú matice spĺňajúce všetky požiadavky hned’ na prvý pokus. Ich
nevýhodou ale je, že generujú matice iba z obmedzenej množiny - nie je pomocou
nich možné vygenerovat’ l’ubovol’nú invertovatel’nú cyklickú maticu s predpı́saným
počtom jednotiek. Následne sme v našom článku navrhli algoritmy na generovanie
matı́c S a Q v QC-LDPC McEliece kryptosystéme pre prı́pad, že rozmer cyklických
blokov p je nepárny.
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